During this reporting period, we began data collection using the video clips provided by ICT in the table below. Each session began with a two minute relaxing video from the same set as we used previously, in the Stroop experiments. Then, each of the four blocks listed in the table (i.e., Non-Strive A, Strive A, Non-Strive B, Strive B) were presented, with all the sequences shown contiguously within the block, and a thirty second relaxing video refresher between blocks. Different subjects are being shown one of four different block orders, as indicated below and in the ICT spreadsheet.
In our experiment, the relaxing video was also shown at the end of the four blocks, but with a twist: a loud woman's scream occurs on the soundtrack a minute into the sequence. Figure 1 below shows some typical results, in this case of the raw GSR signal, with up in the plot indicating a higher stress level. The light blue shaded areas on the plot indicate phases within which the relaxing beach video was presented; all other are labeled according to the block: NSA, SA, NSB, SB.
Figure 1. Results on video clip responses
One potentially interesting analysis is to try to correlate the observed stress responses, as in Figure 1 , with the reported emotional valence from ICT's subjective rating experiment. For example, one could observe the change in GSR value from beginning to end of a sequence block as an indication of the incremental stress value of that block, and see if this tracks the valence. For the subject in Figure 1 , for example, the largest stress increment is in NSB, which is also observed to have the lowest average negative valence of the four blocks in the ICT results. More definitive analyses await more subjects this month.
We have also refined the temporal derivative IIR filters reported last month, as we were finding that the number of filter stages and calculations was growing inordinately large considering the range of time scales in which we are interested (i.e., up to on the order of 30 seconds per lobe). For this purpose, we are now using a cascade of single delay recursive filters, but with the delay increasing by a power of two at each subsequent scale. This power of two condition then enables us to also downsample in time by an additional factor of two at each scale, resulting in major computational and storage savings without loss of resolution, since the downsampling is matched to the passband of each filter; i.e., it is a temporal pyramid, analogous to the Burt spatial pyramid. The temporal derivatives are computed, as before, by taking the difference in consecutive stages of the IIR lowpass cascade. SRI International (Sarnoff) Document 
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